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Introduction

This paper consists of two parts. In the first part we continue the study

initiated in [7] and [9] of rings in space. We begin by establishing an in-

equality in §3. We next apply this inequality in §§6-7 to show that the

extremal function w for a ring £ exists whenever both components of dR axe

nondegenerate. In §§8-10 we then show that this extremal function u is real

analytic provided | Vu | is bounded away from 0 and w a.e. on each compact

set in £. This a priori restriction is unsatisfactory but the result is still very

important since it enables us to identify the 1-quasiconformal mappings in

space. In §11 we prove a continuity property for the moduli of rings and in

§12 we use extremal lengths to obtain a pair of bounds for this modulus.

In the second part of this paper we use the results on rings developed in

the first part and in [9 ] to study quasiconformal mappings in space. A topo-

logical mapping of a domain D is said to be A-quasiconformal if it satisfies

the two sided modulus condition

(1) K~l mod R g mod £' g K mod £

for all bounded rings £ with RED. Here £' is the image of £ under the

mapping. In §14 we establish an important compactness property for the

X-quasiconformal mappings of a domain. Next in §§15-17 and in §20 we

study some analytic properties of quasiconformal mappings. In particular

we show that they are absolutely continuous on lines and that they are

differentiable with nonzero Jacobians a.e. We formulate an equivalent analyt-

ic definition for X-quasiconformal mappings in §18 and discuss the possi-

bility of replacing (1) by a one sided modulus condition in §19. §§21-22 are

devoted to a third definition for quasiconformality and a theorem on excep-

tional sets.

In §§23-24 we show that a quasiconformal mapping of D onto D' can

be extended to the boundary when D and D' are spheres or half spaces. In

the half space case the boundary mapping turns out to be a plane quasi-
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conformai mapping. We prove a general distortion theorem in §25 which

leads to an analogue of the Koebe Viertelsatz in §26 and to an important

theorem on normal families in §27. A special distortion theorem is considered

in §28. It is the space form of a result due to Ahlfors and Mori. In §29 we

identify the 1-quasiconformal mappings and show that these are just the

Moebius transformations. Then we use this result in §30 to establish a very

general form of Liouville's theorem on the conformai mappings in space which

requires no a priori differentiability hypotheses. Finally in §31 we introduce

the coefficient of quasiconformality for a domain and in §32 we give a char-

acterization for quasiconformality based solely on the notion of compactness.

Rings in space

1. Notation. We consider sets in finite Euclidean 3-space. Points will be

designated by capital letters P and Q and by small letters x and y. In the

latter case Xi, x2 and x3 will denote the coordinates for x and similarly for y.

Points are treated as vectors and \p\ and | x| will denote the norms of P and

x, respectively.

Given a point P and sets E and P we let p(P, E) denote the distance be-

tween P and E, p(E, F) the distance between E and P, and d(E) the diameter

of P. We further let dE, QE and E denote the boundary, complement and

closure of E, respectively.

The Lebesgue 3-dimensional measure of a set E will be written as m(E).

By the area oí E we mean the Hausdorff 2-dimensional measure of E defined

as follows:

A2(P) =   lim A2(P, a) =   lim (inf £ ird(U)2/+\.
o->0+ a-0+ \       r/ell /

Here, for each a>0, the infimum is taken over all countable coverings IL of

E by sets U with d(U) ^a. A set is said to be of ^¡-finite area if it is the union

of sets P„ with A2(P„) < oo. By the length of E we mean its linear or Haus-

dorff 1-dimensional measure

A(P) =  lim A(P, a) =  lim (inf £ d(U) ),
a-X>+ a-H>+ \        t/slt /

where 11 is as above.

Finally given any function u we let Vw denote the vector (du/dxi, du/dxt,

du/dx3), defined at each point where these partials exist.

2. Modulus of a ring. We recall some of the definitions introduced in [9].

A ring R is a domain whose complement consists of a bounded and an un-

bounded component which we denote as C0 and G, respectively. Let B0 = dC0

and Bi — dCy; these are the components of dR. Then, following Loewner [16],

we define the conformai capacity of R as
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= inf   f
W      J R

(2) T(£) = inf   I   | Vu\3dco,
«     J R

where the infimum is taken over all functions u which are continuously

differentiable in £ with boundary values 0 on Bo and 1 on £i(3).

We can enlarge the class of competing functions u as follows. A function

u is said to be absolutely continuous on lines or A CL in a domain D ii, for each

sphere U with U ED, u is absolutely continuous on almost all line segments

in Uparallel to the coordinate axes. If u is continuous and ACL in a ring £,

then u has partial derivatives a.e. in £. If, in addition, u has boundary values

0 on Bo and 1 on Bi, then by Lemma 1 of [9],

(3) r(£) g f
J R

Vu rdw.

We call such a function u an admissible function for £ and we see that we

can take the infimum in (2) over this class without affecting the value of

r(£).
Finally the modulus of a ring £ is defined as

(4) mod£= (41r/r(£))1'2.

This modulus behaves in many ways like the familiar modulus of a plane

ring, usually defined by means of conformai mapping. For example, if £ is

bounded by concentric spheres of radii a and b, a<b, then

(5) mod £ = log b/a.

Or if £i and £2 are disjoint rings, each of which separates the boundary

components of £, then

(6) mod R ^ mod £1 + mod £2.

For (5) and (6) see [9].

3. An inequality. We turn now to the problem of showing that, whenever

a ring £ has nondegenerate boundary components, there exists an extremal

admissible function u for which

r(£) = f I
J R

Vu \*dw.

The proof is based on an argument due to Lebesgue and on the following in-

equality.

Lemma 1. Let S be the surface of a sphere of radius r and let u be a function

which is continuously differentiable on S. Then

(7) f ose u Y ̂  Ar J   I Vu\3do-,

(3) When R is unbounded, this will mean that «(ac)—»1 as \x\—► » in R.
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where

(8) A =-(fait + t')-ll2dt\ .

The inequality (7) is best possible.

Proof. Fix P, QES. We want to show that

(9) | u(P) - u(Q) I» £ Ar f | Vu\*do:
J s

Since both sides of (9) are invariant under similarity transformations, we

need only consider the case where S is the surface |x| =1 and P the point

(0, 0, 1).
Now map S stereographically onto Z, the extended complex plane

\z\ = |xi+JXa| á °°. Then P corresponds to z= <», Q to some point z = a, and

hence we obtain

/' °° dt| V«(z) | ,        z = a + te<»,
o 1 + | z\2

for 0^0 ^2ir. Integrating with respect to 6 and applying Fubini's theorem

then yields

i        1   C2* f °° i *        i      dtdO
u(P) - u(Q) |   = - | V«(«) |   —-¡-r

x J0    J o 1 + I z\
z = a + tei$,

1+ I «I"

Vttl ¿(7

it •/z  I z — a|   1+ | z|2

With Holder's inequality we see that the last integral on the right is majorized

by

^-( J* | z - a|-"2(l + | z\2)-"2do\  Y j* | V«|»(l + | z|2)-2ti^    .

It is a simple technical matter to verify that

A= sup-( f \z- a.|-3'2(l + | zl2)-1'^)   < «
|o|<- 4tz\Jz I

and, since

f | Vw|8d<r = 4 f | Vw|8(l + | z|2)-2¿cr,
J s J z

we obtain (9) with r = 1 and A as defined above.

In order to evaluate A we assume, as we clearly may, that a is real. Then
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on the basis of a theorem on the rearrangement of functions it is not difficult

to verify that

/CO

| Xi - a + ix21-"2(1 + | Xi + ix2 \2)-"2dxi
-00

/GO

| xi + ix2\-u2il + I Xi + i*2|2)-1/2d*i
-to

for all x2?¿0. (See, for example, Theorem 378 of [13].) Integrating with

respect to x2 we thus obtain

f | z - a|-"2(l + | z\2)-l'2do- g  f | 2|-"2(1 + | z\2)-U2do-
J z J z

o

it + t*)-indt
/■ 00

(

o

and hence (8) follows.

Finally for each xES let

uix) =  f   (sin 6)-ll2d9,
d 0

where <£ is the angle the radius to x makes with the positive half of the X3-axis.

Then it is easy to show that (7) holds with equality, and we conclude that the

inequality (7) is sharp.

We will want to appeal to the following integrated form of Lemma 1.

Lemma 2. Let u be continuous and ACL in a < \x\ <b. Then

(10) f   (   osc «)   — ^ A f | Vu\3dw,
da    \M=r    /        r *'o<|i|<6

where A is as in Lemma 1.

Proof. We may clearly assume that |Vm|  is L'-integrable in a<|a;| <b

for otherwise there is nothing to prove.

Now fix a<a'<b'<b and let

«(*) = —7777 I uix + y)diû>
m(U)

where U is the sphere | y\ <c and 0<c<a'—a, b — b'. Then «v is continuously

differentiable in c'<|x| <b' and, by virtue of the j4CL property,

| Vvix) | á —— f | Vuix + y)\du
mi U) J nmiü)Jv

there. With Minkowski's inequality and Lemma 1 it is easy to show that
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r»'/ y dr r»'/        y dr
I     (   ose m )   — = lim   I     I   ose v )   —

Ja'   \\*\-t   /     r e-A  Ja,   \|*|-r   /      r

= lim inf il f | V» |3¿co ̂ A f \ Vu\*du,

and letting a'—*a and b'—*b yields (10) as desired.

4. Extension of admissible functions. We will require the following result

on the extension of admissible functions.

Lemma 3. Let u be an admissible function for the ring R, let | Va] be P3-

integrable in R, and extend u to be 0 on C0 and 1 on Cy. Then u is continuous

and ACL everywhere and \Vu\ =0 a.e. in QR.

Proof. The continuity is immediate. We next show that u is absolutely

continuous on almost all lines parallel to each of the coordinate axes. For this

let X denote any line parallel to the xi-axis. Then, by Fubini's theorem,

I  (  I        | Vu\*dxy)dxtdxi =  f | Vm|3c/w < ».
J    \d XC\R I J R

From this and the A CL property it follows that almost all lines X have the

following property: u is absolutely continuous on each compact interval

EEXr\R and

/,
| VU | Hxy <   oo .

XClR

Fix such a line X. Then using the fact that u is 0 on Co and 1 on G it is

not difficult to show that

|«(P)-«(0|   g  f       I V«|cfxi
J EC\R

for each compact interval EEX with endpoints P and Q. From this and

Holder's inequality we obtain

( D| «(Pn)  - u(Qn) | )    ̂   ( Z|  P.  -  Ö.| )   J |  Vu\*dXy,

where P„ and Qn are the endpoints of a sequence of nonoverlapping compact

intervals in X. Hence u is absolutely continuous on X and, by symmetry, on

almost all lines parallel to the coordinate axes.

Finally let P be a point of QR which is a point of linear density for QR

in the directions of the coordinate axes and at which Vu exists. Then Vu(P)

= 0 and, since almost all points of QR satisfy the above requirements,

| Vu\ =0 a.e. in QR. (See p. 298 in [27].)
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5. Monotone functions. Let u be continuous in a domain D and let u have

boundary values at each point of dD. Following Lebesgue, we say that u is

monotone in D if

sup m = sup «   and    inf « = inf «
3d A <5A A

for each domain A ED. Alternatively, u is monotone in D if and only if there

exists no domain A ED such that u is constant on dA without being constant

in A itself. (See p. 381 in [15].)

Now let u be an admissible function for a ring £ and let {a„} be an order-

ing of the rationals. We define a sequence of functions {w„} as follows. Fix

£ in £. If £ lies in a domain A C£ on whose boundary u = Oi, we set Wi(E) = ai ;

otherwise we set Mi(£) = m(£). We obtain u2 from Ui in the same way, using a2

in place of Oi, and the sequence is defined by induction.

Next arguing as in [15], we see that the w„ converge uniformly in £ to a

function v which is monotone in £ and which has the same boundary values

as M. It is also easy to verify that

osc v ^ osc u
E E

for each segment EER- Hence v is ACL in £, \Vv\ i% \ Vu\ a.e. there, and we

conclude that

T(£) = inf   f \ Vv\3doi,

where the infimum is taken over the class of admissible functions v which are

monotone in £. We call such functions monotone admissible functions.

6. Equicontinuity property. We now combine Lemmas 2 and 3 to obtain

the following equicontinuity property for monotone admissible functions.

Lemma 4. Let R be a ring with nondegenerate boundary components, let u

be a monotone admissible function for R, let

J.| Vu\*da g M < oo,

and extend u so that u is 0 on Co and 1 on d. If d(Co) = 6, then

(11) | «(£) - «(0 |3 á AM{log—j

whenever \P — Q\ ^a<b. If p(Co, Ci)=c, then

| «(£) - uiQ) |3 ̂  ¿Jf flog —j

whenever p(£, Co), PÍQ, Co)^a>c. Here A is as in Lemma 1.
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Proof. We begin with the proof for (11). Fix P and Q so that \P — Q\
z%a<b. Since O^m(P), u(Q) ¿1, we may assume that

(12) AM (log-)     < 1,

for otherwise (11) follows trivially.

Lemma 3 implies that u is continuous and ACL everywhere and that

| Vw| =0 a.e. in QR. Hence we can apply Lemma 2 to conclude there exists

an r, a/2 <r<b/2, for which

(13) (oscwj  %% ,4 M (log—j   ,

where S is the surface |x — (P+Q)/2| =r.

Suppose first that SER. Since the diameter of 5 is less than that of Co,

R contains U, the sphere bounded by 5. Then u satisfies the maximum and

minimum principles in U and

| u(P) - u(Q) |3 á (ose «J   g ,4M (log—J

as desired.

Suppose next that S meets both R and Co. Then (12) and (13) imply that

5 does not meet G. Hence the boundary of each component of U(~\R is

contained in C0^S and, since m is 0 on Co, we conclude that

| u(P) - u(Q) |3 g (sup «J   = (ose u)   á ¿M(log — J   .

A slight modification of the above argument handles the case where S meets

R and G.
Suppose finally that 5 lies in a component of QR. Then U lies in the same

component, u(P) = u(Q), and the proof for the first part of Lemma 4 is com-

plete.

For the second part fix P and Q so that p(P, Co), p(Q, G>) =;o>c and as-

sume, as we may, that

AMllos — )    < 1.«r
Next let P0 be any point of G for which p(Po, G) =c. Then applying Lemma

2 as above we can find fi, c<ri<a, for which

I osc uj   i% AM I log — 1   ,

where Sy is the surface |x—P0| =ri. Si clearly meets G but not Co. The
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points P and Q lie outside Si but the same argument shows there exists a

second concentric spherical surface S2 which contains these points and for

which

fose«)   ^ .4 Afi log — J

Again Si meets G but not Co. Hence Co does not meet U, the spherical

annulus bounded by Si and Si. Thus the boundary of each component of

Ur\R lies in SiWS2WCi and it is easy to verify that

| «(£) - uiQ) |3 ^ ( osc  uj   ^ AM(log—J

as desired.

7. Existence of the extremal function. We now combine the results of the

last two sections to obtain the following existence theorem.

Theorem 1. Let Rbe a ring with nondegenerate boundary components. Then

there exists a unique admissible function u for which

(14) T(£) -  I   | Vu\3dw.
d R

We call u the extremal function for R.

Proof. Let {«„} be any sequence of monotone admissible functions for £

such that

T(£) = lim   J   | Vun\*dw.

We will show that these functions converge uniformly on £ to the extremal

function u.

We begin by showing that the gradients Vun converge in the L3-norm.

For this we apply an inequality due to Clarkson (Theorem 2 of [4]) which

shows the space of functions EMntegrable over £ is uniformly convex. In

particular we obtain

rivi^-v«3        r\

J     -9-   ¿W+J
Vum + Vu„

du

= T- f I Vfi„|»d« + — f   | Vun\%du
2 J R 2 J R

for all m and ». Then, since ium+un)/2 is admissible for £, this inequality

yields
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VUm + Vun
dw = 0.

r \vum - vun 3 r
hm sup   I    -  dea = T(R) — hminf   I

m,n—,«o     v r | ¿ m,n—» »    •/ ß

Hence the V«n converge in the P3-norm to a vector function/= (/1,/2,/s) and

r(P) = f |/|3¿o.
•'S

Next let b = d(Co) and c=p(G, G), let M be a constant such that

r 1 vm„i3¿w ^ m < oo
J R

for all n, and extend w„ to be 0 on Co and 1 on G. We see from Lemma 4 that

for all n whenever \P — Q\ úa<b and that

\un(P)-un(Q)\^ AM(log-^j

for all n whenever p(P, Co), p(Q, G)=a>c Ascoli's theorem then implies

that a subsequence {w„t} converges uniformly for all x to a function u.

We show that u is admissible for R and that Vu =/ a.e. First it is clear

that u is continuous in R and has boundary values 0 on P0 and 1 on By. Next

appealing to Fubini's theorem, Holder's inequality and the .4CP property

of the u„, it is not difficult to verify that almost all lines X, parallel to the

Xi-axis, have the following property: if £ is a compact interval in Xi~\R with

endpoints P and Q, then

/f   dunt
fidxi = lim    I    -—«¿X! = lim (unt(P) - unt(Q)) = u(P) - u(Q).

B k—*oo   J E     dXl k—*<c

From this it follows that u is absolutely continuous on XC\R with du/dxy =/i

a.e. in this linear set. Thus, by symmetry, u is .4CP in R, V«=/a.e. there and

hence u has the desired extremal property.

To complete the proof of the theorem we show that u is unique. In par-

ticular we prove that if u and v are admissible functions for R and if

r(P) = f I v«|3¿w = f I w\*dw,
J R J R

then u = v in R.

For this let w = u — v and consider for real / the integral
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Wit) =  J   \Vu + tVw\Hü¡.
d R

Since u+tw is admissible for £, IF(0)^IF(/) for all t. Holder's inequality

and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem allow us to differentiate

Wit) with respect to / under the integral sign. Then setting i = 0 yields

/.
Vu\ Vu-Vwdu = 0,

where Vu • Vw is the scalar product of Vu and Vw. Thus

(15) T(£) =  f \Vu\ Vu-Vvdw g  f | Vm|2| Vc| d<a,
d R d R

while Holder's inequality yields

(16) f \Vu\2\Vv\du>^( f \ Vu\3du\    ( j   \ Vv\*du\     = T(£).

Hence we have equality throughout in both (15) and (16). Equality in

(16) implies that |Vm| and \Vv\ are proportional a.e. in £ and hence that

|Vw| =|V»| a.e. From the equality in (15) we conclude that Vu-Vv = | Vu \ \Vv\

a.e. in £. Thus Vu = Vv a.e. and, because u and v are both admissible functions,

it follows that u = v everywhere in £.

The fact that u is unique allows us to conclude that the original sequence

{«„} converges uniformly to u on £. For if this were not the case, we could

find a second subsequence which would converge to a function v different

from u. But v would have the same extremal property as u, thus contradict-

ing the uniqueness of u.

Hence we have established the following result.

Corollary 1. If R has nondegenerate boundary components and if {un} is

a sequence of monotone admissible functions for which

= lim  r
n—»00    •/ #

T(£) = lim   I   | Vu„\3ch>,
n—«oo   «/ r

then the un converge to the extremal function u uniformly in R.

We also list here the variational condition satisfied by the extremal func-

tion.

Corollary 2. Let u be the extremal function for R and let w be a function

which is continuous and A CL in £, which has boundary value 0 on dR and for

which | Vw\ is Lz-integrable in R. Then
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(17) f | V«| Vu-Vwdw = 0.
J R

Finally we observe that the extremal function u is monotone in R. For

suppose there exists a domain A CP, such that u is equal to a constant a on

ÔA without being constant in A, and set v equal to u in R—A. and to a in A.

Then v is admissible for R and, arguing as in the last part of Lemma 3, we see

that | Vm| = | Vv\ a.e. in R—A. Hence

r(P) =  f | Vv\3du =  j   | Vu\*dw - f | Vu\*dw <  J   | Vu\3du
Jr Jr J a Jr

and this contradicts the extremal property of u.

8. Analyticity of the extremal function. The extremal function for a space

ring R plays a role similar to that of the harmonic measure of a plane ring

whose Dirichlet integral yields the electrostatic capacity of the plane ring.

Since this harmonic measure is always real analytic, one would expect that

the same is true of the extremal function for a space ring.

The following result is a step in this direction which enables us to identify

the 1-quasiconformal mappings in space and to establish a very general

form of Liouville's theorem.

Theorem 2. Let u be the extremal function for a ring R and, for each com-

pact set E ER, let a positive constant M exist such that

1       ,      ,
(18) — <    V«    g M

M * '      '

a.e. in E. Then u is real analytic and satisfies the differential equation

(19) div( | V« | V«) = 0

everywhere in R.

The proof is divided into several steps. First we use an important recent

result due to de Giorgi to show that u is continuously differentiable. Next a

theorem of Morrey's allows us to pass from C1 to C". Then we can apply the

Gauss theorem to Corollary 2 to obtain (19). The analyticity finally follows

from a theorem due to E. Hopf.

9. Proof for continuous differentiability. Let D denote any bounded do-

main whose closure lies in R, let b=p(D, dR) and fix 0<a<¿>. The set of

points x lor which p(x, D) =a is a compact subset of R and hence we can find

a positive M such that (18) holds a.e. in this set.

Now let A denote a vector parallel to the positive half of the Xi-axis with

0<|*| £a. Then
1 i i

(20) — ^ | Vu(x) | , | Vu(x + h) |  ^ M
M
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a.e. in D. Next let

uix + h) — uix)
(2i) vix) = -i—.;,      •

Then v is continuous and A CL in D and from (20) it is easy to verify that

| v\ ^ M everywhere in D.

We will use the following result due to de Giorgi [ll] to show that the

functions v are equicontinuous in D as \h\ —>0. (For this particular form of de

Giorgi's theorem see [21].)

Lemma 5. Let the functions o<> be measurable in D for t, 7 = 1, 2, 3, let

O'U—O'ji and let positive constants Mi and M2 exist such that for each vector

(22) Mi\f\*u]raijfifjèMt\f\2
i.i

a.e. in D. Next let v be continuous and ACL in D, let

(23) f v*do> £ Mt < »o,
d D

let \Vv\ be L*-integrable in D and let

/' _        dv   dw
2>,y—— à-=0

D i,j OXf    OXj

for all continuously differentiable functions w with compact support in D. Then,

given any compact set E ED, there exist constants A and a, which depend only

on the Mi and E, such that

\viP)-viQ)\£A\P-Q\°

for all P and Q in E.

We now use the variational condition (17) to show that the function v

defined in (21) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 5.

First let w be continuously differentiable with compact support in D.

Then w(jc) and wix — h) vanish on 3£ and Corollary 2 yields

/( | Vuix + A) | Vuix + k) - | Vuix) | Vuix))-Vwix)dù> = 0.
D

Now let

g = — \y\*,     gi = -— \y\ys,

(25) 3 **

gij = r-r- = I y I5« + -¡—T y<y"
dy,4yj | y \
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where 5¿,- is the Kronecker delta, and let

y = tVu(x + A) + (1 - t)Vu(x), 0 á < á 1.

Then we obtain

f Z (*/(y(i)) - gÁyio))) ^ dec = o.
•/fly dXy

It is easy to verify that

g/MD) - fe(y(o» = | A | ^(/^(y)*)^-

and we conclude that (24) holds with

•/ 0

The a<3- are clearly measurable in D and a<y = a,-,-. Next for each vector /

we have

Ta^ = fü{\y\\fV + ~^)dt,

and thus

I/I1 V\y\dtúY1aijfif¡ú2\f\>C\y\dt.
J o i,/ «z 0

If we pick an x where (20) holds, then

-<  \     \y I dt < M
\M ~ J o

and hence (22) holds a.e. in D with Mi=l/4M and Mt=2M. Finally, since

\v\ ^M in D, (23) holds and we can apply Lemma 5 to conclude that the

functions v satisfy a Holder condition at each point of D, uniformly in A.

Now by Ascoli's theorem there exists a sequence {h„}, \hn\ —K), such that

m(x + A„) — u(x)
hm-i-j-
n-»co I A„|

exists uniformly on each compact subset of P. It then follows that du/dxy

exists and is continuous everywhere in D; by symmetry u is thus continuously

differentiable in D.

10. Completion of proof for Theorem 2. Again let w be any continuously

differentiable function with compact support in D. Then Corollary 2 yields
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/.
VgiVu)-Vwdu = 0,

where g is as in (25). Next (20) and the continuity of Vw imply that, for each

vector /,

l/|2^Z«?.7(V«)M^2M|/|2
M

everywhere in D. Since g(y) is analytic in |y| >0 we can apply a theorem of

Morrey's (Theorem 9.2 of [20]) to conclude that u has continuous deriva-

tives of all orders.

Now let U be any sphere with U ED. Then the Gauss theorem yields

/div(w | V« | Vu)dw =  I    w | V« | — do-,
u dau dn

in outer normal to d U), for each continuously differentiable functions. If w

has, in addition, compact support in U, then Corollary 2 and the above yield

/w div( | Vu | Vu)du = 0.
u

From this it follows that

div( | V« | Vu) = 0

in U and hence everywhere in D. In particular « is a solution of the quasi-

linear equation

, du   du\   d2u
Vu\2 +-I-= 0

dxi   dXj/ dXidXj

in D.

The above equation is elliptic in D and, since the coefficients of d2u/dxidxj

axe analytic functions of the partial derivatives du/dxi, we can appeal to a

theorem due to E. Hopf [14] to conclude that u is real analytic in D. Now D

was chosen to be any bounded domain with closure in £. Thus the above

results hold throughout £ and the proof for Theorem 2 is complete.

11. Continuity of the modulus. A sequence of sets {£„} is said to con-

verge uniformly to a set £ if, for each e>0, there exists an N such that n> N

implies each point of E» lies within distance e of £ and each point of E lies

within distance e of £„.

We establish next the following continuity property for the modulus of a

ring. (See also [8].)

Lemma 6. Let {£„} be a sequence of rings and let R be a bounded ring. If

each of the components of d£„ converges uniformly to the corresponding com-

ponent of dR, then
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(26) mod R = lim mod Rn.
n—.«o

Proof. Suppose first that G reduces to a point P and fix 0 <a<b<p(P, G).

Then a<\x—P\ <b separates the boundary components of P„ for large n.

Hence
b

lira inf mod Rn ^ log —
n-»» a

and, since mod R= «>, holding b fixed and letting a—*0 yields (26) as desired.

Now suppose that Co is nondegenerate, let « be the extremal function for

R and extend u so that m is 0 on Co and 1 on G. Next fix 0 <a < 1/2 and pick

b>0 so that |«(P)-w(<2)| g¡a whenever |P-(?| úb. If we define

(27)

0 if « < a,

u — a
if a ^ « á 1 — a,

1- 2a

1 if 1 — a < u,

then a is continuous and A CL everywhere. Now v is 0 and 1 at points within

distance b of C0 and G, respectively, and hence v is admissible for Rn when

« is large. Thus

r(Pn) g f   | Vv\*dw %% (1 - 2fl)-» I   | Vii|8dco = (1 - 2a)-»r(P)
J r„ J r

for « > A^a), and letting a—»0 yields

(28) lim sup T(P„) ^ r(P).
n—♦»

To complete the proof for (26) we show that

(29) lim inf T(R„) è T(R).
n-»«o

Since P„,o converges uniformly to B0, we may assume that d(C„,0) ^c>0 for

all ». Next let un be the extremal function for Rn and extend «n to be 0 on

C„,o and 1 on C»,i. Inequality (28) implies we can find an M< » such that

r(P„) - f
J i

\ V«„|sdco g Af

for all ». Fix 0<a<l/2. Then Lemma 4 implies that \un(P)— un(Q)\ _^a

whenever \P — Q\ ^¡b, where

6 = cexp(—AM I a3).

If we define vn as in (27), with u„ in place of u, then i>„ will be admissible for

R when « is large. Thus
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T(R) ̂   f | Vvn\*do> á (1 - 2a)-3 f   I VwJ3dw = (1 - 2a)-3r(£„)
d Ä *^ Rn

for n>Nia), and letting a—+0 yields (29) completing the proof for Lemma 6.

12. Extremal length estimates. We conclude the first part of this paper

by deriving a pair of rough bounds for the conformai capacity of a ring using

extremal lengths.

Given a ring £ we let /(£) =p(G, G) and

siR) = inf A2(£),

where £ is any set in £ which separates G and G. We then have the follow-

ing space form of Rengel's inequality for rings.

Lemma 7. Let R be a ring. Then

siR)3 m(R)
-±-i- < r(£) < —- •
míR)2 ~ IÍRY

Proof. Let u be a continuously differentiable admissible function for £

and, for each 0<o<l, let £ denote the set where u = a. Since £ lies in £ and

separates Co and G,

siR) ^ A2(£)

for 0<a<l. Then u satisfies a uniform Lipschitz condition on each compact

subset of £ and a recent result due to Fédérer and Young (see p. 426 of [5])

gives

siR) ^ f A2(£)áa g \   \Vu\dw.
do d R

Holder's inequality implies that

siRY^miRY f | Vu\Hw,
d R

and taking the infimum over all such u yields the first inequality.

For the second inequality let

.   /     pjx, Co)\
uix) = mini 1, -J.

V        /(£)   /
Then u is admissible for £ and | Vu\ ^ l//(£) a.e. in £. Hence

f i       i miR)r(*)SjJv„|*„S —,

and the proof is complete.
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QUASICONFORMAL MAPPINGS IN SPACE

13. Definitions. We now use the results on rings proved in the first part

of this paper and in [9] to discuss quasiconformal mappings in space. We

begin with some notation.

Let y(x) be a topological mapping (homeomorphism) of a domain D. We

let E' denote the image of each set PCP under y(x); in particular D' will

always denote the image of P. Conversely E will denote the image of each

set E'ED' under the inverse mapping x(y). Similarly we let P' = y(P) for

all points P in P and P = x(P') for all points P' in D'.

Next we introduce the following functions to measure various distortions

of y(x) at a point P in P. First we let

P(P, r) L(P, r)
H(P) = lim sup-1 I(P) = lim sup-,

r-»o     l(P, r) r-.o r

where for 0<r <p(P, dD),

L(P, r) =    max    \P' -Q'\,        l(P, r) =    min    | P' - Q' \ .
¡P-Q\=r |P-0l=r

Next we let

m(U')
J(P) — lim sup->

r^o      m(U)

where U is the open sphere with center at P and radius r. At a point of differ-

entiability x, J(x) is the maximum stretching, H(x) is the ratio of the maxi-

mum to minimum stretching and J(x) is the absolute value of the Jacobian.

Finally we let H*(y), I*(y), L*(y, r),l*(y, r) and J*(y) denote the correspond-

ing functions for the inverse mapping x(y).

We adopt the following definition for quasiconformality.

Definition. A topological mapping y(x) of a domain D is said to be K-

quasiconformal, 1 = K < <», if

1
(30) — mod R < mod R' < K mod R

K

for all bounded rings R with RED- A quasiconformal mapping is one which is

K-quasiconformal for some P(4).

Let y(x) be a topological mapping of D, let y(x) be continuously differ-

entiable with nonvanishing Jacobian and let y(x) map infinitesimal spheres

onto infinitesimal ellipsoids so that the ratio of the major to minor axes does

(4) J. Väisälä defines a class of -fiT-quasiconformal mappings in [28] which coincides with

the class of ^^-quasiconformal mappings by the above definition. He uses extremal lengths to

study these mappings and has obtained independently analogues for Theorems 4, 5, 6, 9 and 10.
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not exceed X, that is Hix) ^X everywhere in D. Then it is easy to see that

yix) satisfies (30) for all rings £ with RED, and hence yix) is X-quasicon-

formal by the above definition.

A Moebius transformation is an element of the group of transformations

of the extended space onto itself generated by similarity mappings and inver-

sions. If yix) is a topological mapping which is the restriction of a Moebius

transformation to a domain D, then it follows that v(x) is a 1-quasiconformal

mapping. We will show in §29 that the converse is true, that is every 1-quasi-

conformal mapping of D is the restriction of a Moebius transformation to D.

Finally it is clear from (30) that the inverse of a X-quasiconformal

mapping is itself X-quasiconformal and that the composition of two mappings

which are Xi and X2-quasiconformal is itself a XiX2-quasiconformaI mapping.

14. Compactness property. The following compactness property illus-

trates one of the advantages of the above definition for quasiconformality

over the classical one.

Theorem 3. Let {y„(x)} be a sequence of K-quasiconformal mappings of a

domain D which converge uniformly on each compact subset of D to a topological

mapping yix). Then yix) is K-quasiconformal.

Proof. Let £ be a bounded ring with RED, and let £„' and £' denote the

images of £ under v„(x) and yix), respectively. Then £' is a bounded ring

and each of the components of 3£„' converges uniformly to the corresponding

component of 3£'. Hence, by Lemma 6,

mod £' = lim mod £„'
„-*■«©

and, since

1
— mod R ^ mod £„' g X mod £
X

for all n, we conclude that yix) is itself a X-quasiconformal mapping.

15. Upper bound for Hix). We want next to derive some of the analytic

properties of quasiconformal mappings. We begin with the following space

form of a result due to Mori [19].

Lemma 8. Let yix) be a topological mapping of a domain D and let

(31) mod £' g £ mod £

for all bounded rings R with RED- Then Hix) <etK everywhere in D.

Proof. Fix P in D and fix a>0 so that £(£, a)<píP', dD'). Next for

0<r<a let £' be the spherical annulus /(£, r) < |y-£'| <LiP, r) and let £

be the preimage of £' under yix). Then P is in Co and both G and G contain
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points of |x—P\ =r. Hence Theorem 4 of [9] yields the upper bound

mod R ^ log ̂ (1) < 6,

and with (31) we obtain

P(P, r)
log-= mod R' = K mod R = K log *(1) < 6P

6 l(P, r) _        s    w

for 0<r<c. The desired conclusion now follows directly.

16. Absolute continuity on lines. From Lemma 8 we see that Ù(x) is

bounded whenever y(x) is quasiconformal. The next result allows us to con-

clude from this fact that the mapping and its inverse are A CL.

Lemma 9. Let y(x) be a topological mapping of a domain D and let H(x) be

bounded everywhere in D. Then y(x) is A CL in D and x(y) is A CL in D'.

Proof. We consider only the argument for x(y) in detail. Given any sphere

U' with U'ED', we want to show that x(y) is absolutely continuous on al-

most all segments in U' parallel to each of the coordinate axes.

Let Y' be any line parallel to the yi-axis. Next for r>0 let G' = G'(r) de-

note the set of points in U' which lie within a distance r of F'. Then, because

U is bounded, we can apply Lebesgue's theorem (see p. 115 of [27]) to con-

clude that

m(G)
T(Y') = lim sup —^-< oo

>—0 r2

for almost all lines F'. Let Y' be any such line and let E' be a compact set in

UT\Y'. We shall show that

(32) A(P)3 = A T(Y') A(P')2,

where A is a constant which depends only on the bound for H(x).

Fix a so that H(x) <a in E and, for 0 <& <p(P, dU), let Eb be the set of

P in E for which

(33) L(P, s) = al(P, s)

whenever 0<s=P. Since Eb is compact and expands to E as b-+0, a simple

limiting argument shows it is sufficient to establish (32) with Eb in place of E.

In other words we may assume that (33) holds for all P in E.

Pick c>0 so that P*(P', c) =P for P' in E' and fix 0 <d<c. By Lemma 1 of

[6] we can find 0 <t <d and points P{, • • • , P'N in the linear set E' such that

the spheres | y — P„ \ <t cover E',

(34) \Pi -P¡\   è  \i-j\t

for i, j = 1, • • • , N and
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Nt g A(Ê') + d.

Next let Un be the sphere \x—Pn\ <sn where s„ = L*(£n', t). These spheres

cover £ and 0<sn^b. Hence

A(£, 2b) è Z 2sn,
n

and Holder's inequality yields

A(£, lb)3 Ú—N2Y, miUn).
T „

From (33) we see that

(35) £(£„, sn) ^ aliPn, sn) = at.

Thus each point of Uñ lies within distance at of £„' and hence in the set

G' = G'iat). Moreover (34) and (35) imply that each point of G' lies in at

most [3a] different Uñ. Hence

18a8  míG) t»(G)
A(£, 2bY S- -H-f ÍNt)2 Ú A -^- (A(E') + d)2

ir      (ai) r2

where 0<r = at<ad. Letting d—>0 yields

A(£, 2b)3 è ATÍY')AÍE'Y

and, since this holds for all small b>0, we obtain (32) as desired.

Finally from (32) it follows that xiy) is absolutely continuous on UT\ Y'

for almost all lines F' parallel to the yi-axis. Hence, by symmetry, xiy) is

ACL in D'.
The proof that y(x) is ACL in D is very similar. Let U be a sphere with

VED. Then for almost all lines X parallel to the Xi-axis

miG')
TÍX) = lim sup -^—- < »,

r->o r2

where G is the set of points in U within distance r of X. When T(A) < oo, a

simplified version of the above argument shows that

A(£')3 è ATiX)AiEY

for each compact set EEU(~\X, where A depends only on the bound for

Hix). (See also the proof for Theorem 2 in [6].) The ACL property for yix)

then follows as above and the proof for Lemma 9 is complete.

17. Differentiability. We consider first some relations between the distor-

tion functions for a topological mapping and its inverse.

Lemma 10. Let y(x) be a topological mapping of a domain D and let P be a

point of D. If HÍP) < oo, then
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(36) i(py = h(p)3j(p),    i*(p'y = H(pyj*(p').

If, in addition, y(x) is differentiable at P, then

I(Py Û H(P)2J(P).

Proof. We verify only the second part of (36). For this let s = L*(P', r)

and t = L(P, s) for all small r>0. Then r = l(P, s), s = l*(P', t) and we have

I*(P')3 = (lim sup — ]
\    r->o       r I

= (lim sup — ) (lim sup — J   = H(P)3J*(P')
\     r->0        T I   \     r->0 t I

as desired.

Now let y(x) be a topological mapping of a domain D and let

(37) mod R' g K mod R

for all bounded rings R with RED. Then H(x) is bounded in D and y(x) and

x(y) are ACL by Lemma 9. Next for each Borel set EED let t(P) = m(E').

Then t is an additive set function and, by Lebesgue's theorem, its upper sym-

metric derívate J(x) is finite a.e. in D. Arguing similarly for x(y) and then

applying (36) we conclude that I(x) and I*(y) are finite a.e. in D and D',

respectively. The Rademacher-Stepanoff theorem then implies that y(x) and

x(y) are a.e. differentiable. (See p. 201 of [24].)

We examine what happens in the neighborhood of these points of differ-

entiability.

Lemma 11. Let y(x) be a topological mapping of a domain D and let (37)

hold for all bounded rings R with R ED. Then

(38) I(x)3 = K2J(x)

wherever y(x) is differentiable and

(39) I*(y)3 = K*J*(y)

wherever x(y) is differentiable.

Proof. We begin by establishing (38) at each point P in D where y(x) is

differentiable. If J(P) =0, then (38) follows from (36) of Lemma 10 and hence

we may assume that J(P)>0. Next by performing preliminary translations,

rotations and reflections we can reduce our problem to the case where P =

P' = 0 and y(x) is of the form

(40) yi = aiXi+ o(\x\), i= 1, 2,3,

with 0< ai_ 02^03.
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For each &>0 let £0' be the ring bounded by the disk yl+ylûb2, y3 = 0

and by the surface of the cylinder y\-\-y\uib-\-lY> \y»\ ál. Then let £ be
the preimage of R¿ under the affine mapping

y% = OiXi, i = 1, 2, 3,

and let £n' be the image of £ under nyix/n). The £„' are defined for large n

and (37) yields

mod £„' g X mod £.

Moreover, since y(x) is as in (40), each component of ó\£„' converges uni-

formly to the corresponding component of dE0' and Lemma 6 gives

mod £o  = lim mod £„' ^ X mod £.
n—»»

Now Lemma 7 and the above imply that

í(£)3 m(R¿)
^ r(£) gx2r(£„') ^ a2

Then, since

we obtain

míRY /(£<,')3

/(£„') = 1,       í(£o') = aia2síR) = 2ttô2,

w(£o') = aia2amíR) = 2tt(6 + l)2,

2

a«
-^ K2

aia2

„2.

O-r)'
Finally letting b—»oo yields a3^X2aia2 whence

/(O)3 = a\ ^ xVaía. = XV(0)

as desired.

Next fix £' in D' where x(y) is differentiable. Again (39) follows from

(36) when /*(£') = 0 and we may assume that J*(E')>0. In this case y(x)

will have a differential at P and, arguing as above, we may further assume

that £ = £' = 0 and that y(x) is as in (40). Again 03^X^102 and we obtain

7*(0)3 = aT Ú Kiaïa^Y1 = xV*(0)

completing the proof.

18. Analytic definition. We can now formulate an analytic definition for

quasiconformal mappings in space.

Theorem 4. Let yix) be a topological mapping of a domain D. Then yix)

satisfies the modulus condition
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mod R' g K mod R

for all bounded rings R with TÏED if and only if y(x) is A CL in D with

I(x)3 = K2J(x)

a.e. in D. In particular y(x) is K-quasiconformal if and only if y(x) and x(y)

are A CL with

I(x)3 = K2J(x)    and   I*(y)3 = K2J*(y)

a.e. in D and D', respectively.

Proof. The necessity is an immediate consequence of Lemma 11 and the

discussion which preceded it. For the sufficiency let R be a bounded ring with

RED, let v be a continuously differentiable admissible function for R' and

set u(x) equal to v(y(x)) or to 1— v(y(x)), depending on whether B¿ or By

is the boundary of the bounded component of QR'. Then u is admissible for

Pand

| Vu(x) |   z%  | Vv(y(x)) | I(x)

a.e. in R. Hence

r(P) ^  f I Vu\3dco z% K2 j   | Vv\3Jdic = K2 f   | Vv\'du,
J R J R J R'

and taking the infimum over all such v gives

r(P) ^ P2r(P')    or    mod R' zZ K mod R

as desired.

The last part follows from applying the first part to both y(x) and x(y).

19. One sided modulus condition. An unfortunate feature of this analytic

definition is that it involves both the mapping and its inverse. This is be-

cause our definition for quasiconformality is based on the two sided modulus

condition (30). In the case of plane mappings, it is possible to define P-quasi-

conformal mappings using only a one sided condition. (See Theorem 3 of

[10].) It is therefore natural to ask if this is also possible in space.

Theorem 5. Let y(x) be a topological mapping of a domain D and let

mod R' =: K mod R

for all bounded rings R with R ED. Then y(x) is a K2-quasiconformal mapping.

The bound K2 is best possible.

Proof. The discussion preceding Lemma 11 in §17 shows that y(x) and

x(y) are A CL and a.e. differentiable. This last fact combined with Lemma 11

implies that

I(x)3 = K2J(x)    and    I*(y)3 = K*J*(y)
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a.e. in D and D', respectively. Hence y(x) is X2-quasiconformal by Theorem 4.

It is easy to verify that the affine mapping

yi = xi,       y2 = K2x2,       y¡ = X2x3

satisfies the above one sided modulus condition and is not Xi-quasiconformal

for any Xi<X2. Hence the bound X2 cannot be improved.

20. Measurability. A topological mapping of a domain D is said to be

measurable if the image of every measurable set is itself measurable. We

prove that quasiconformal mappings are measurable by establishing the

following result.

Theorem 6. Let y(x) be a quasiconformal mapping of a domain D. Then

Jix)>0 a.e. in D. Moreover if Eis a measurable set in D, then E' is measurable

and

(41) miE') =  f Jdw.
E

Proof. We begin by showing that J(x) > 0 a.e. in D. For this assume that

yix) is X-quasiconformal and let £ be the set where J(x) = 0. Then E is

measurable and it is sufficient to show that £ has no points of density.

Fix £ in D. Next for 0<a<p(£, dD)/2 let £ be the spherical annulus

a< \x—P\ <2a and let v be a continuously differentiable admissible function

for £'. Then w(x) =fl(y(x)) is admissible for £ and u is absolutely continuous

on X(~\R for almost all lines X parallel to the Xi-axis. Hence

f       | Vu | dxi è 2
d XX\R

for almost all X which meet G and hence G. Integrating and applying

Fubini's theorem we obtain

2ira2 ̂1(1        | V«| dxAdx2dx3 =  I   | Vu \ da =  I       | Vv\ Ida,
d     \d jn« / d R J R_E

since | Vu\ ^\Vv\l a.e. in £ and 1 = 0 in E by Lemma 10.

Holder's inequality and Theorem 4 then yield

(2a-a2)3 = K2miR - E)2 f \ Vv\3Jdu = X2w(£ - £)2 |    | Vv\3dw.
d R d R,

Taking the infimum over all such v gives

(2?ra2)3 = K2miR - £)2r(£'),

and hence
«(Ä - £)

mod£' < AK-,
m(R)
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where A is an absolute constant. The modulus condition (30) implies that

log 2      1
-= — mod R =" mod R'

K        K

whence

m(R - E)     log 2
lim inf —-= -2- > 0.

a^o        m(R) AK2

Thus E has no points of density, m(E) =0 and J(x) >0 a.e. in D as desired.

Now consider the nonnegative additive set function t(P) = m(E') defined

on the Borel sets EED. Then J(x) is the upper symmetric derívate of r.

Let E be the set where J(x) — c° and fix P' in E'. Then either x(y) does not

have a differential at P' or I*(P') =0, for otherwise y(x) would have a differ-

ential at a point of E. Since x(y) is quasiconformal, m(E')=0 and we can

apply a form of the de la Vallée Poussin Decomposition Theorem to conclude

that (41) holds for all bounded Borel sets EED. (See p. 151 of [27].) From

this it follows that the mapping y(x) is measurable and that (41) holds for

all measurable EED, thus completing the proof for Theorem 6.

21. Another criterion for quasiconformality. There are many ways of

characterizing plane quasiconformal mappings. One of these states that a

topological mapping w(z) oí a plane domain is P-quasiconformal if and only if

H(z) is bounded with H(z) =P a.e. (See Theorem 3 of [6]; H(z) is the plane

analogue of the distortion function H(x).)

It is natural to inquire about a space analogue for this characterization.

We begin with the following result.

Theorem 7. Let y(x) be a topological mapping of a domain D. If H(x) is

bounded in D with H(x) =P a.e., then H*(y) is bounded in D' with H*(y) zÇK

a.e.

Proof. We see from the discussion in §17 that y (x) is a.e. differentiable and

ACL in D. Then Lemma 10, together with the fact that H(x) =P a.e. in D,

yields

I(x)3 = K2J(x)

a.e. in D, and y(x) is P2-quasiconformal by Theorems 4 and 5.

Now let D — E be the set of points where y(x) is differentiable with

H(x) ^K and J(x) >0. Theorem 6 implies that E and its image are of zero

measure and, since H(x)=H*(y) at corresponding points of these sets, we

conclude that H*(y) = P a.e. in D'. Finally Lemma 8 and the fact that x(y)

is P2-quasiconformal show that H*(y) is bounded and the proof is complete.

An immediate consequence of the above argument is that y(x) is P-quasi-

conformal whenever H(x) is bounded with H(x) tiK a.e.

Now suppose that y(x) is P-quasiconformal in D. Then H(x) is bounded
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and yix) is differentiable with T(x)>0 in D — E where wi(£)=0. Fix P in

D — E. Arguing as in the proof for Lemma 11 we can assume that £ = £' = 0

and that

yi = a{Xi + o( | x | ),       Xi = arlyi + o( | y \ ), i = 1,2,3,

where 0<Oi^a2^a3. The two sided modulus condition (30) then implies that

2 2 -2 2-1-1
flj ^ Í Ö102,       Ai   á X ^3 a2 ,

and hence that iJ(0) ^X4'3. Thus 7i(x) = K^3 a.e. in D. The affine mapping

(42) vi = Xi,       y2 = X</3*2,       va = X2%3

shows that the bound X4/3 cannot be improved and we have thus established

the following result.

Corollary 3. Let yix) be a topological mapping of a domain D. If Hix) is

bounded with Hix) = K a.e., then yix) is K-quasiconformal. If yix) is K-quasi-

conformal, then Hix) is bounded with Hix)=Kil3 a.e. The bound X4'3 is best

possible.

In particular we are only able to give the following criterion for quasi-

conformality in terms of the function Hix).

Corollary 4. A topological mapping yix) of a domain D is quasiconformal

if and only if Hix) is bounded in D.

By slightly altering the definition for the distortion function Hix), we

could obtain a criterion for X-quasiconformality similar to that which holds

in the plane. (See [28].) Or alternatively we might redefine the class of X-

quasiconformal mappings as follows.

A topological mapping yix) of a domain D is said to be K-quasiconformal if

Hix) is bounded in D with Hix) — X a.e. Theorem 7 shows that the inverse

of such a mapping is again X-quasiconformal by this definition. Moreover

any such mapping which is continuously differentiable with Jix) > 0 is X-

quasiconformal according to the classical definition. The example in (42)

shows that this is not true for our class of X-quasiconformal mappings.

22. Exceptional sets. Corollary 4 can be extended as follows to yield in-

formation on the exceptional sets for quasiconformal mappings.

Theorem 8. Let yix) be a topological mapping of a domain D, let Hix) be

bounded a.e. in D and let Hix) <<*> in D except possibly on a set of ^-finite area.

Then yix) is quasiconformal in D.

Proof. We first show that yix) is A CL. For this let U be a sphere with

U ED and let X denote any line parallel to some fixed coordinate axis. We

want to show that y(x) is absolutely continuous on UC\X for almost all X.
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For each r>0 let G denote the points of U which lie within a distance r

of X. Next let Eb denote the set where H(x) is bounded and Ef the set where

H(x) < oo. The above hypotheses combined with a theorem due to Gross

(see p. 176 of [12]) imply that almost all lines X have the following properties:

m(G')
T(X) = lim sup ■-< oo,

r-K> r2

(U—Eb)(~\X has linear measure zero and (U—Ef)(~\X is at most enumerable.

Given any such line X we can then follow almost verbatim the proof for

Theorem 2 in [6] to show that y(x) is absolutely continuous on UC\X. Hence

y(x) is A CL in D as desired.

Next Lemma 10 and the fact that H(x) is bounded a.e. imply the existence

of a constant K such that

I(x)3 = KJ(x)

a.e. in D. Hence y(x) is P-quasiconformal by Theorems 4 and 5 and the proof

is complete.

Corollary 5. Let y(x) be a topological mapping of a domain D, let E be a

set of ~Z-finite area in D and let y(x) be K-quasiconformal in a neighborhood of

each point of D—E. Then y(x) is K-quasiconformal in D.

Proof. Lemma 8 implies that H(x) is bounded in D — E and hence y(x)

is quasiconformal in D by Theorem 8. In particular y(x) and x(y) are ACL

in D and D', respectively. Next Theorem 4 implies that

(43) I(x)3 ^ K2J(x)    and    I*(y)3 g K2J*(y)

a.e. in D — E and D'—E', respectively. Since m(E)=0, Theorem 6 gives

m(E') =0. Thus (43) holds a.e. in D and D', respectively, and y(x) is P-quasi-

conformal by Theorem 4.

23. Extension to the boundary. We show here that a quasiconformal map-

ping of | x | < 1 onto | y \ < 1 can be extended to give a topological mapping

of |x| =1 onto |y| =1. We require first the following form of the inequality

in Lemma 2.

Lemma 12. Let u be continuous and ACL in X3>0 and for r>0 let S be the

hemispherical surface \x\ =r, x3>0. Then

(44) I     (oscw)   — g 2/1 f       \Vu\Hoi,
J o   \ s    /    r J Zi>o

where A is as in Lemma 1.

Proof. For each a>0 let v be the function which is equal to u for xz~^a

and is symmetric in the plane x% — a, that is
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f(*i> Xi, x3) = w(xi, Xi, a + | x3 — a\ ).

Then v is continuous and A CL everywhere and Lemma 2 gives

(45) f   ( osc  v)  — = A f       | Vv\ldu = 2A  f     | Vw|3<ico.
•/o   \l»l-r   /    r d \x\<x dXt>o

It is easy to see that

osc u ^ lim inf   ose v
S O->0 III = T

for each r>0, and applying Fatou's lemma to (45) yields (44).

Theorem 9. Let yix) be a quasiconformal mapping of |x| <1 onto \y\ <1.

Then yix) can be extended to a topological mapping of \x\ =1 onto \y\ ál(6).

Proof. We prove that y(x) has a limit at each point of | x| =1. This means

we can extend y(x) so that it is continuous in |x| =1. Applying the same

argument to x(y) then shows that this extension is a topological mapping of

|x| ^1 onto |y| ^1 as desired.

Suppose there exists a point £ of | x| =1 where y(x) does not have a limit.

By performing a preliminary inversion, rotation and translation we may as-

sume that y(x) is a X-quasiconformal mapping of x3>0 onto | y\ < 1 which has

no limit at the origin. Then we can find two sequences {£„} and {Qn} in

X3>0 which converge to the origin and for which £„'—►£' and Qñ —>Q' with

P'^Çf. We can next pick points Pa and Co in | y\ < 1 such that the segments

Pi £' and Qi Q' lie at a distance a > 0 from each other.

Now fix 0<¿><|£0|, | Ço| and let S denote the hemispherical surface

|*| =r, x3>0. If 0<r<&, then S' will meet the segments £0'£n and Qo'Ç»

for all large n. This means that

osc-y,- ^ 3_1/2a
s

for some i = iir), where y<(x) is the ith component of yix). Then, since

| Vyt\ =I a.e., applying Lemma 12 to each y,- and adding yields

/'b dr r
(3-l/2a)3 _ g oA   I        Pd(J),

o r d I3>0

But the fact that y(x) maps x3>0 X-quasiconformally onto |y| <1 implies

that

J      Pdüi = X2 f    /¿co < oo
d x,>0 d x>0

(') For a more general result, see [29].
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and this contradicts (46). We conclude that y(x) is continuous at P and the

proof is complete.

24. Boundary correspondence. Now let y(x) be a P-quasiconformal map-

ping of x3>0 onto y3>0. By means of inversions we can apply Theorem 9 to

conclude that y(x) can be extended to a topological mapping of x3 = 0 onto

3*3 ̂ 0. Reflection in the boundary planes X3 = 0 and y3 = 0 then yields a topo-

logical mapping of |x| < 00 onto \y\ < » which is P-quasiconformal in a

neighborhood of each point in x^O. We can then apply Corollary 5 to con-

clude that the extended mapping y(x) is P-quasiconformal in |x| < 00.

Fix a point P in the plane X3 = 0 and let H(P) denote the distortion func-

tion, corresponding to H(x), for the boundary correspondence between x3 = 0

and ^3 = 0 induced by y(x). Then

H(P) = H(P) < àK

and we conclude that this plane mapping is also quasiconformal. The affine

mapping in (42) shows, however, that this boundary correspondence need

not be P-quasiconformal.

Summarizing we have established the following result.

Theorem 10. PacA quasiconformal mapping of x3>0 onto y3>0 can be ex-

tended to a topological mapping of x3 = 0 onto y3 = 0. PAe induced boundary cor-

respondence is itself a plane quasiconformal mapping of x3 = 0 onto y3 = 0.

We note in particular that this boundary correspondence is absolutely

continuous or measurable. An example due to Beurling and Ahlfors [2] shows

this need not be true of the boundary correspondence induced by a quasi-

conformal mapping of a half plane onto a half plane.

25. General distortion theorem. We establish next a general distortion

theorem for quasiconformal mappings in space. This result yields a space

form of the Koebe Viertelsatz as well as an important theorem on normal

families.

We begin with some notation. For o>l we let Ra = Ra(a) denote the

ring bounded by the spherical surface |x| =1 and by the ray ogxi<oo,

x2 = x3 = 0. Next for b>0 we let RT = Rr(b) denote the ring bounded by the

segment — 1 ̂ Xi ^ 0, xt = x3 = 0 and by the ray b = Xi < a>, Xt = x3 = 0. Finally

we let

mod Ra = log 4>(a),        mod Rt = log ^(b).

From Lemma 6 of this paper and from Lemmas 6 and 8 of [9] it follows

that €>(a) is strictly increasing and continuous in 1 <a< 00, that

Ha)
(47) lim —^ = X

a—* »      d

where X<12.4 • • • , and that
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*(&) = $((6 + l)i/2)2.

Next for 1 ̂ K< oo and 0<t < 1 we define

(48) 0,(0 = (Ï-WW*))-1,

where ^_1 is the inverse function for SP. Then ®k(1) is strictly increasing and

continuous in 0<¿<1,

lim 0k(/) = »,
f->i

and

@x(0
(49) lim—— = \w.

«-*   t"K

We now have the following distortion theorem.

Theorem 11. Let y(x) be a K-quasiconformal mapping of a domain D. If

dD is not empty, then dD' is not empty and

\p'-Q\ < @/l*-el\
K\p(P,dD)JP(P', dD1)

for all P and Q in D with \P-Q\ <p(P, dD).

Proof. A theorem due to Loewner [16] shows that D' is the whole space

if and only if D is. Thus dD' is empty if and only if dD is.

Now fix P and Q in D so that | P-Q | <p(P,dD),let \P-Q\ <a<p(P,dD)
and let P be the ring bounded by the segment PQ and by the surface | x — P\

= a. Then RED and

mod R = log $
\\p-Q\r

Consider next the ring R'. Co' contains both P' and Q' while Pi" contains a

point which lies at a distance a'<p(P', dD') from P'. Hence Theorem 4 of

[9] yields

modP'glc.g*([p,^Q/[).

Then, because y(x) is P-quasiconformal,

1
(50) mod R' ^ — mod R

K

and we obtain
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UK

Thus

*(|£'-e'|)-$(|£-e|)

\P'-Q'\ s \P'-Q'\   . _ (\p-Q\\
< -;- ^ ®k[-),

a \       a       /PÍP', dD1)

and letting ö^p(£, dD) yields the desired inequality.

Corollary 6. Let yix) be a K-quasiconformal mapping of a domain D.

Then for each compact set E ED there exists a constant A such that

| £' - Q'\   £ A\P- öl1'*
for all P and Q in E.

Proof. Suppose that 3D is not empty, let £ be any compact set in D and

let

a = piE, dD),     a' = piE', dD'),     V = d{Ef), 0 < c < 1.

Then by virtue of (49) we can find a constant d such that

©jrW â di1'*

for 0<t^c, and applying Theorem 11 yields

i ! a' + b'
\P'-Q'\  úAi\p-Q\vk,       Ai = ——d,

a1/&

for all £ and Q in £ with \P-Q\uac. But clearly

| P' -Q'\  Ú Ai\ P-Q\1IK,        Ai = IKiacY

for all P and Q in E with | P —Q| «5ac and we obtain the desired inequality

by taking A =max(^4i, A2).

Finally the case where D is the whole space can be handled as above by

first choosing E and then replacing D by any open sphere containing E.

26. Koebe Viertelsatz. Corollary 6 shows that a X-quasiconformal map-

ping satisfies a Holder condition with exponent 1/X at each point of the

domain D. The following space form of the Koebe Viertelsatz gives us an

asymptotic estimate for the coefficient in this Holder condition. (Compare

with Theorem 4' of [23].)

Theorem 12. Let y(x) be a K-quasiconformal mapping of a domain D and

let dD be nonempty. Then

(51) lim sup        '     = X2-1'* f
r^o c    ,uk    - piP,dD)l'K
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and

,„. .. KP, r) p(P', dD1)
(52) lim sup-g X-——

r-*       rl'K p(P,dDyK

for each P in D, where X is as in (47) (6).

Proof. For the first part fix 0 <r <p(P, dD). Then Theorem 11 implies that

L(P,r)      P(P',dD')   ®K(t)
á-:-1       t

r"K        P(P,dDyiK   tl'K p(P,dD)

and we obtain (51) from (49) by letting r—»0.

For the second part fix 0 <r <a <p(P, dD) and let P be the ring r<|x—P\

<a. Then
a

mod R = log — •
r

Consider next the ring R'. Co contains the sphere \y—P'\ ^r' = l(P, r) while

Pi" contains a point which lies at distance a' <p(P', dD') from P'. Hence

arguing exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4 in [9] we see that

mod R' ti log <3?

The modulus condition (50) yields

/ a'\ a'
(7)siogx7

l(P, r)          p(f, DOT)
•- S X-J

rllK allK

and we obtain (52) from first letting r—>0 and then a—*p(P, dD).

Theorem 12 yields a lower bound for the constant X. For let P be the point

(1, 0, 0), D the sphere |x — P\ <1 and D' the half space yi>2. Then the in-

version

4x
yi*) = ]—ü

I x\

maps D 1-quasiconformally onto D' and Theorem 12 gives

p(P', 3D')
4 = I(P) ^ \^—■- = 2X.

P(P,ÔD)

Hence Xè 2.
27. Normal families. Let D and D' be a pair of domains with nonempty

boundaries. We show here that the P-quasiconformal mappings of D onto D',

(') The plane analogue for Theorem 12 hasX=4. In this case (51) and (52) each yield the

Koebe Viertelsatz when K=\.
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which preserve the correspondence between a pair of points, form a closed

normal family.

We begin with the following result.

Theorem 13. Let D and D' be domains, let dD be nonempty and let {y„(x)}

be a sequence of K-quasiconformal mappings of D onto D'. Then either

(53) lim  | y„(x) |   = oo
n—»co

for all x in D or there exists a subsequence which converges uniformly on each

compact set in D to a function y(x). This limit function is either a constant vector

in dD' or a K-quasiconformal mapping of D onto D'.

Proof. Let G be the set of x in D for which

lim sup | ynix) |   < °o.
n—«oo

We show first that G is either empty or equal to the whole of D. For this fix

P in G and pick Q so that \P-Q\ <p(£, dD)/2. Then Theorem 11 yields

(54) | yJQ) |   =  | y.iP) \  + p(y„(£), óT/)eK

and, since the quantities on the right are bounded, we conclude that Q is in

G. Hence G is open. Similarly if Q is in D — G and if P is chosen so that

\P-Q\ <PÍQ, dD)/3, then |P-Q| <PÍP, dD)/2 and (54) implies that P is
in D — G. Hence D — G is also open and, since D is connected, we obtain the

desired conclusion.

From the above we now see that either (53) holds for all x in D or there

exists a subsequence {ynt(x)} such that

lim sup | y„kix) |   < oo
k—«oo

for all x in D. Theorem 11 then shows that the yn«.(x) are equicontinuous in

D and we can apply Ascoli's theorem to find a second subsequence which

converges uniformly on each compact set in D to a function v(x). To com-

plete the proof we must show that y(x) is either a constant vector in 3D' or

a X-quasiconformal mapping of D onto D'.

By relabeling we may assume that the original sequence {yn(x)} converges

to y(x). Now fix a point P' in dD' and let G be the set of x in D for which

y(x)=P'. Since y(x) is continuous, G is closed in D. On the other hand if

P is in G and if |P-Q\ <píP, dD)/2, then Theorem 11 yields

| yiQ) - P'\   = lim  | yJQ) - y.(P) |   = liminf P(yn(P), dD')®K(^-) = 0.
n-+ « n—» « \ L /

Hence Q is in G and G is open. We conclude that either y(x) is a constant

7
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vector in dD' or that y(P) is in D' for all P in D.

We must prove that in this last case y(x) is a P-quasiconformal mapping

of D onto D'. We begin by showing that

(55) lim xn(y(P)) = P
n-*oo

for all P in D, where xn(y) is the inverse of y„(x). For this fix P in D. Then

y(P) is in D' and Theorem 11 applied to xn(y) gives

, , /I yiP) - y«iP)I \

for large re, and letting »—>oo yields (55).

Next all of the above arguments can be applied to the sequence ¡x„(;y)}.

In particular the conclusion of the first paragraph combined with (55) implies

that

lim sup | xn(y) I < oo
n—.oo

for all y in D'. Hence the xn(y) are equicontinuous in D' and, by Ascoli's

theorem, a subsequence converges uniformly on each compact subset of D'

to a continuous function x(y). Relabeling allows us to replace this subsequence

by the sequence {x„(y)j.

Then (55) implies that x(y(P))=P for all P in D. It then follows that

x(P') is in D for all P' in D' and arguing as above we conclude that y(x(P'))

= P' for all P' in D'. Thus y(x) is a topological mapping of D onto D'. Theo-

rem 3 implies that y(x) is P-quasiconformal and the proof for Theorem 13 is

complete.

The following is now an immediate consequence of Theorem 13.

Corollary 7. Let D and D' be domains, let dD be nonempty and let P and

P' be fixed points in D and D', respectively. Then the K-quasiconformal map-

pings of D onto D' which map P onto P' form a closed normal family.

28. Special distortion theorem. When D and D' are spheres we get the

following strengthened version of Corollary 6. It is the space analogue of a

theorem due to Ahlfors [l] and Mori [18].

Theorem 14. Let y(x) be a K-quasiconformal mapping of |x| <1 onto

\y\ <1 and let y(0) = 0. There exists an absolute constant A such that

(56) | P' - Q'\   = A\ P - QYIK

for all P and Q in \x\ < 1.

Proof. We can extend y(x) to a P-quasiconformal mapping of the whole

space onto itself by means of Theorems 8 and 9 and reflection. Next pick P
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andÇin|x| < land let £ be the spherical annulus |P-Q| <|x-P| <1 + |P|.

Then clearly

1 + | P|                    1
mod £ = log -.-r ^ log i-r ■

\P-Q\ |P-Q|

For an estimate for mod £' we observe that P' and Q' axe in Co' and that

C{ meets |y| =1. Thus Ci and C{ contain points which lie at distances

\P' — Q'\ and 1 + |P'| from P' and we can apply Theorem 4 of [9] to obtain

/ 1 + I P' I \ 4X2
mod £' = log * ( -i-!-t- ) = log -.-¡- •

\\p'-Q'\J      ë|P'-Q'|
Since y(x) is X-quasiconformal,

1
mod £' = — mod £

X

and this, together with the above inequalities, yields (56) with A =4X2<620.

29. The 1-quasiconformal mappings. If y(x) is a topological mapping

which is the restriction of a Moebius transformation to a domain D, then

y(x) is a 1-quasiconformal mapping of D. The following result shows that the

converse is true, that is every 1-quasiconformal mapping of D is the restric-

tion of a Moebius transformation to D.

Theorem 15. Let yix) be a topological mapping of a domain D and let

mod R' ^ mod R

for all bounded rings R with RED. Then yix) is the restriction of a Moebius

transformation to the domain D.

Proof. Theorem 5 implies that y(x) is 1-quasiconformal. Next Corollary 6

implies that J(x) is bounded away from 0 and oo on each compact set in D

while Theorem 4 and Corollary 3 imply that 7(x)3â-7(x) and 77(x) = l a.e.

in D. The remainder of the proof is devoted to showing that y(x) satisfies

the hypotheses of the following classical result due to Liouville. (See, for

example, [22].)

Liouville's Theorem. Let yix) be a topological mapping of a domain D,

let yix) have continuous fourth order partial derivatives and let

(57) Jix) > 0   and   Hix) = 1

everywhere in D. Then yix) is the restriction of a Moebius transformation to D.

It is clear we need only show that y(x) is C4 in D, for then (57) will follow

for all x in D by continuity. Moreover for the C* differentiability it is sufficient

to show there exists an absolute constant a > 0 with the following property :
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for each P in D the function |v(x)— P'\ is real analytic in the punctured

sphere 0<|x-P| <apiP, dD).

Let ©i(0 be the distortion function given in (48) with X=l and pick

0<a<l so @i(a)<l. Now fix P in D and let £' be the ring c<\y-P'\ <d

where 0<c<a' = L(P, b) and b = apíP, dD). Theorem 11 yields

LÍP, b) = piP', dD')<èiia) < piP', dD')

and hence £' ED'.
Next let v be the extremal function for £' and set w(x) =î»(y(x)). Then we

see that

y- P'
log -

c
viy) =-— '

a
log-

ic

and that u is admissible for £ with \Vu\ ^ | Vv\ I a.e. in £. Hence

r(£) =  j   | Vu\3dw =  f | Vv\3Jdoi =   j    | Vv\3du = T(£') = r(£)
d R d R d Ri

and m is the extremal function for £.

Corollary 6 implies we can find a positive constant M such that 7(x) = M

in £ and 7*(y) ^ M in £'. This implies that

1   /       d y1 | w(x + h) - uix) |       M (       d N-1
—-(log — )     = lim sup-r—|-= — (log — )
Md \       c / *->o | h | c \      c /

everywhere in £. Thus u satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2 and is real

analytic in £. This means that

| y{x) - P' | = ci^-j

is real analytic in £ and, letting c—»0, we conclude that |y(x)— £'| is real

analytic in 0<|x — P\ <apíP, dD) as desired.

30. Liouville's theorem. For some time it has been an open question as

to what a priori differentiability hypotheses are necessary in Liouville's

theorem on the conformai mappings in space. The theorem stated in §29

asks that the mapping have continuous fourth order partial derivatives.

The following general result shows that no such differentiability hypoth-

eses are necessary. It is the space form of a theorem due to Menchoff [17].

(See also Corollary 3 in [6].)

Theorem 16. Let yix) be a topological mapping of a domain D, let Hix) = 1
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a.e. in D and let H(x) < oo in D except possibly on a set of 'S-finite area. Then

y(x) is the restriction of a Moebius transformation to D(7).

Proof. Theorem 8 implies that y(x) is quasiconformal in D. Hence H(x)

is bounded in D and Corollary 3 implies that y(x) is 1-quasiconformal there.

The desired conclusion then follows from Theorem 15.

In the above theorem nothing is said about H(x) in an exceptional set E

which is required to be of S-finite area. The following example shows why

this requirement on E is necessary.

Let Xi denote the ith coordinate axis, let P be any nonenumerable closed

set in Xi and let/(xi) be a continuous nondecreasing singular function which

is constant in each interval of Xy—F. Then the mapping

y i = xy + f(xy),       y t = xt,       y 3 = x3

is a topological mapping of the space onto itself for which H(x) = 1 in QE

where P= FXXtXX3. But y(x) is clearly not a Moebius transformation.

31. Coefficient of quasiconformality. Theorem 15 shows that spheres and

half spaces are the only domains which can be mapped 1-quasiconformally

onto the unit sphere |y| <1. This contrasts with the situation in the plane

where we have the Riemann mapping theorem. It is therefore natural to ask

if there are other domains which can be mapped P-quasiconformally onto

\y\ <1 for K arbitrarily close to 1.

We can reformulate this question as follows. For each domain D let K(D)

denote the infimum of the numbers K for which there exists a P-quasicon-

formal mapping of D onto |y| <1; if no such mappings exist set K(D)= °o.

We call K(D) the coefficient of quasiconformality for P. It measures how far

from conformai a mapping must be in order to map D onto \y\ < 1.

The above question then asks us to identify the domains D for which

P(P) = 1.

Theorem 17. Let D be a domain and let K(D) < oo. For each P in D there

exists a K(D)-quasiconformal mapping of D onto | y\ < 1 with y(P) = 0.

Proof. Let {K„} be a decreasing sequence which converges to K(D). For

each n we can find a P„-quasiconformal mapping yn(x) of D onto | y\ < 1 and,

by performing a preliminary inversion, we can arrange that yn(P)=0. By

Theorem 13 a subsequence converges uniformly on each compact subset of

D to a topological mapping y(x) of D onto \y\ <1. Hence ;y(P)=0. Now

let R be any bounded ring with R ED. Then Theorem 3 implies that

(58) -mod R ^ mod R' = Kn mod R
Kn

(7) While this manuscript was in preparation,  a paper by Reäetnyak [26] appeared in

which a similar theorem is considered.
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for all n. Letting w—>œ yields (58) with X(D) in place of Xn and hence v(x)

is X(73)-quasiconformal as desired.

We see from Theorems 15 and 17 that X(7J>) = 1 if and only if D is a sphere

or a half space.

32. A compactness characterization for quasiconformality. Let £ be a

family of topological mappings y = y(x) of the whole space. We say that £ is

complete with respect to similarity mappings if, given any y in £, the com-

posed mapping SyT is also in £ for each pair of similarity mappings S and T.

Next let 0 denote the origin and Oi the point (1, 0, 0). We say that a map-

ping y in £ is normalized if y(0) =0 and y(0i) = 0i. Then the family £ is said

to satisfy the compactness condition (A) if every infinite set of normalized

mappings in £ contains a subsequence which converges uniformly on compact

sets to a topological mapping.

We have the following interpretation for this compactness condition.

Theorem 18. Let F be a family of topological mappings of the space which

is complete with respect to similarity mappings. Then F satisfies the compactness

condition (A) if and only if each mapping in F is K-quasiconformal for some

fixed X.

Proof. Suppose first that the mappings in £ are X-quasiconformal. Corol-

lary 7 implies that the X-quasiconformal mappings of the space which keep

0 and Oi fixed constitute a closed normal family. Hence each sequence of

normalized mappings in £ contains a subsequence which converges uniformly

on each compact set to a X-quasiconformal mapping of the space, and £

clearly satisfies the compactness condition (A).

For the converse let

X = sup ( max    v(x)    J,
\ 1*1-1 /

where the supremum is taken over all normalized mappings y in £. Then

there exists a sequence of normalized mappings y„ in £ for which

K = lim ( max | y„ix) | )
n^oo   \ |a;| —1 /

and, since a subsequence tends uniformly on |x| =1 to a topological map-

ping, 1 =K< oo.

Now let y(x) be any mapping in £, fix £ and r>0 and choose Q on

|x-P| =r so that |P'-(?'| =/(P, r). Next let T and S be the similarity

mappings which map |x| =1 onto |x— P\ =r and |y — P'\ =/(P, r) onto

| y| =1, respectively, so that

T(0) = P        TiOi) = Q,       SÍP') = 0,       SÍQ') = 0X.
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Then SyT is a normalized mapping in P and we thus obtain

L(P, r) =l(P, r) max | S(y(T(x))) |   = Kl(P, r).
|i|=i

Letting r—>0 yields H(P) ^K and we conclude that y(x) is P-quasiconformal

from Corollary 3.

If we let 5 and P denote arbitrary similarity mappings, then Theorem 18

yields the following characterization for quasiconformal mappings of the

space.

Corollary 8. A topological mapping y(x) of the space is quasiconformal if

and only if the family of all mappings SyT satisfies the compactness condition

(A).

Corollary 8 is the space form of a result due to Beurling and Ahlfors

(Corollary of [2]). Viewed in this light it is clear that one should interpret the

topological mappings of the real line which satisfy a p-condition as 4-dimen-

sional quasiconformal mappings.
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